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AI1SANABAD [KULBARGA]
B	Lat. 17° 21'       Long.	76° 51'
AT	M	M
(A.)         1	—	—
<K.)         I	2	—
JaMntlar    (K.)	1	—	—
Ah^analAl—more commonly known later as Knlbarga or Gnlbarga
—w&h the	of the BahmanI dynasty of the Dakhan in the latter
Jiulf of the fourteenth and first quarter of the fifteenth centuries,
fin the decay of that dynasty it "became part of the *Adil Shahi
of Bijipur.
It was	by Anrangzdb for his father in 1656 (a. h. 1067), but
the	delayed the final fall of the *i.dil Sh£hs till 1686
(ltJ97~8}»         it was not till that year that Kulbarga passed into
Xo. 1413 (of 1098-31) was doubtless one of the first
of the mint under the name of Kulbarga.   Both gold (L. M. C.,
p. 179) and nilver coins were issued bearing the usual inscriptions.
In the year 1115, however, it would seem that the Bahmani
name of the town was temporarily revived on the coins ($L No, 1120,
-E cabinet of Dr. White King). Kam Bakhsh issued coins both from
Alisan&b&l and Kulbarga (Dr. White King's collection) and a coin
is known of Ahsandb&d of Shah cAlam I (cabinet of Mr. Fr&mjl
Jamasji TfaaiiawaM). The latest known coin of the mint under its
name of Kulbarga is of Jah&ndax, and is described in this catalogue
No. 1710. Its attribution, however, though probably correct, cannot
3k* called certain.
AJilfiE
Lat. 26° 27'        Long. 74° 37'
S	M	M
Akbar              —	—	6
Aurangzeb        —	8	—
Muhammad      —	1	—
Sliah 'Alaai II —	4	—
A] finer was an important place as far back as the tenth and
eleventh centuries, when it was the head quarters of the Tomara
dynasty. Later, in the twelfth century, it sent its representative
Prithvi Raja to oppose Muhammad bin Sam. In the days of
Akbar it had acquired special sanctity as the burial-place of the
Muh&mmadaa saint Khwaja Mtfinu-d-din Chishti, and for the first
twenty-five years of his reign Akbar seldom missed an annual visit
to the shrine of the saint.

